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About my wife
I never really imagined I could ever meet someone like Jessica. In fact,
I did not know that a woman like her existed. She’s gorgeous, talented,
supportive and if I must say so, quite hilarious. I ask myself frequently,
how is it possible that someone who is so thoughtful and selfless wanted
to marry me? I do not know the answer as to why, but I could not be
happier with the outcome. Jessica and I laugh together on a daily basis.
No matter which of life’s stresses are getting us down, our happiness
together shines through. I could never pick out a single favorite trait of
Jessica, but if I had to highlight one, it is in her trustworthiness. This
word takes on so much meaning when it comes to Jessica. What I mean
is, I trust absolutely everything about her: Her words, her actions and
her decisions. Simply put, she always comes through. Whenever we
encounter a challenge in our lives, I know that Jessica will be at the
forefront to try to figure it out. She does not back down from anything.
Because of this attribute, she was born to be a mother. Motherhood will
undoubtedly come with bumps in the road, but I cannot think of anyone
more better-equipped to not only handle it, but handle it
with patience, compassion and love.

Ryan is an absolutely amazing
human being and I cannot imagine

About my husband

him not being in my life. Marrying
him has been the best decision of my life and I would do it over and
over again without pause, without a doubt and in a heartbeat. It’s a
miracle that a man as amazing as Ryan was still on the market and
picked me as his wife. He brings out the absolute best in me, makes
me want to be a better person and laughs at all of my jokes. He is the
most unselfish person I know and will drop everything to help someone else. Ryan 100% has my back and supports me in literally everything I do. For example, a couple years ago I wanted to complete an
ironman triathlon and although I could barely swim I asked Ryan,
“Should I sign up?” and without hesitation he said “Yes!” I knew he
meant it and I completed it because I knew he believed in me. He
truly makes life fun, believes in me, takes care of me and makes me
laugh literally everyday of our life. Ryan is going to be an unbelievable father and I cannot wait to see his face light up when that becomes a reality.

more about us

Jessica Favorites

Movies – The Proposal, McFarland USA, The Holiday,
every Christmas movie on the Hallmark channel
Food - Tacos
Dessert - Crepes
Holiday - Christmas
Color – Pink and Green
Memory from Childhood – Performing with a Croatian
folk group from age 4 to 18 and baking with my Mom
Favorite Vacation – New Orleans
Hobbies – Running, baking, playing music, crafting
and reading

Ryan Favorites

Movies – A Christmas Story, Back to the Future,
Love Actually, The Silence of the Lambs
Food – Anything with nuts, tortilla chips, and ice cream
Dessert – I am not a big dessert guy, but as mentioned
above I love ice cream!
Holiday - Thanksgiving
Color - Blue
Memory from Childhood – Watching the 1990’s versions
of my home city baseball team with my dad
Favorite Vacation – New Orleans
Hobbies – Running, finding random local food gems,
exploring the history of our city of residence

Our Home

We have been in our
home since 2014. It is a
2-story brick bungalow
with 4 bedrooms,
2 bathrooms, and a partially finished basement. Our
home is just steps away from one of the biggest parks in
our area and we take advantage of this weekly. Our street
is filled with many loving families who are always looking
out for their neighbors. It seems like there is never a
moment in the entire day where someone is not out on a
walk regardless of the time of year. We are also fortunate
to live close to both sides of our family, which is something
that we consider to be a blessing.

When we decided to adopt, we could not have imagined the
love and support we would receive from our family and

our family & friends

friends. It truly humbled us and to this day, the thought of it
gets us very emotional. Everyone is so excited for us and they are not afraid to ask us questions about how everything
is going. It makes us feel that this is truly the journey we should be on. Ryan has two older half-brothers and an older
half-sister. Jessica has two younger step-brothers and a younger half-sister. We have both never felt that our half and
step siblings were anything other than full siblings to us. One of Jessica’s step-brothers is expecting his first child in
May and we expect the other step-brother will follow with children shortly after. So, we look forward to family dinners
with all of our children growing up and playing together. Our child is going to be surrounded by so many loving family
members and friends. They will also be spoiled greatly by both of their grandmothers. We are truly blessed with family
we love with which we get to spend so much time. We are also blessed with friends who feel like family and hold our
hands through this process.

Ryan with his parents after a
local marathon

Jessica with her Mom on their annual outlet shopping day

Ryan with his sister Melanie

Jessica baking with her sister, Lisa

Traditions

We are big believers in family traditions. Some of them include: A nice dinner downtown the Thursday before Christmas so that we can take a break from the chaos, visiting
Boston every spring, taking our wiener dogs to Oktoberfests, watching Hocus Pocus every fall, traveling to Detroit
to attend a ball game with family who live there, throwing a
pumpkin themed gathering every fall, taking A Christmas
Story themed Christmas cards and watching the movie
every Christmas Eve. Ryan and his dad attend a ball game
every summer and he and his mom spend a day shopping

Jessica with her Croatian dance friends
she has known since age four

and going to lunch around the holidays. Jessica, her mom
and sister enjoy baking nutrolls as well as other goodies
and you can find them baking their hearts out all through
Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter. Ryan’s family has an
Irish background, so we try to attend local Irish Festivals
and patronize local Irish businesses. Our neighborhood
is full of people with Irish heritage. Jessica’s family has
a Croatian background, so she grew up performing in a
group and continues to play music in a local folk orchestra.
With friends at a local restaurant opening
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Sincerely,

Ryan and Jessica

